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Foreword

The United States Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) and Special Operations Forces (SOF) are growing to meet the increasing irregular warfare challenges posed by violent extremist organizations. Although a tradition of tension exists between conventional military forces and SOF, there is little disagreement within USSOCOM and the broader defense community that the current threats facing the United States require an increased SOF capability. The challenge is how best to implement and manage the growth while retaining the unique capabilities resident in our special operations community.

Jessica Turnley wades into the discussion with a short monograph on the concept of organizational identity or organizational culture and the difficulty of developing and, more importantly, retaining these in the face of changing organizational structures and institutional growth. Her discussion cuts to the heart of what it means to be SOF vice what it means to be a member of USSOCOM. In the current organization, they are not synonymous. A significant percentage of the command is made up of non-SOF members assigned from the various services. As the command grows, these “SOF enablers” will remain a critical element within the command and the SOF community at large.

Underlying much of Dr. Turnley’s discussion is the unique position USSOCOM and SOF have within the Department of Defense. It is the only combatant command with Title 10 “Service-like” responsibilities and authorities as well as operational command authority. Jessica’s research highlights how this tension in responsibilities and authorities drove USSOCOM to create what she describes as a “blended” organization. As the tensions of growth and the current global struggle continues over the years, this dichotomy of missions will need to be addressed to ensure the formal requirements of the “Service-like” requirements do not undermine the inherent flexibility and creativity associated with traditional SOF activities.

Michael C. McMahon, Lt Col, USAF
Director, JSOU Strategic Studies Department
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Retaining a Precarious Value as Special Operations Go Mainstream

Background and Introduction

In 1987 it appeared as if the special operations community was going to change from a collection of specialized organizations (such as the Special Forces Groups and Naval Special Warfare units)—reporting independently up through the U.S. military service components—into a joint, independent, and formal part of the U.S. military and defense structures. This shift was catalyzed by the passage of the Nunn-Cohen Amendment to the fiscal year (FY) 1987 National Defense Authorization Act, which established the United States Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) and the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Special Operations and Low-Intensity Conflict (ASD SO/LIC). The Nunn-Cohen Amendment was designed to provide Special Operations Forces (SOF) a formal institutional role and voice in the defense complex, largely by converting a capability (embodied in SOF) into an organization that could be tasked and manage resources (USSOCOM). The “capability” was given a voice in the policy arena through ASD SO/LIC. The legislation was a deliberate and explicit effort by special operations supporters in the military and in Congress to ensure the continuity and strength of what had historically been a marginalized and continuously threatened capability.

The passage of the legislation and the organizational changes that followed raises interesting questions. These questions focus on the retention of “specialness” as special operations are brought into the military mainstream through their management by an organization defined in the same terms as those serving the general-purpose military. The urgency of the questions is underscored by the leading role USSOCOM and, by implication, special operations have acquired in confronting today’s primary national security threat.

The establishment of USSOCOM fundamentally changed (and is still changing) SOF. Prior to 1986/7, SOF were perceived as a loosely coupled group defined by a capability, held together by a core quality
that enabled its defining capability, and located by design outside of mainstream activity. After 1986/7 the presence and activities of USSOCOM set up a tension in which this group of special operations personnel (SOF) was pulled toward mainstream activity through an institutional replica of other unified commands and of the services. This tension raises a question about the impact of organizational structure on organizational definition and operation. If USSOCOM reduced the marginal nature of SOF, it may also have changed the nature of SOF in both desirable and undesirable ways.

Strong textual and theoretical evidence exists that locates the distinctiveness of SOF in the quality of their people. However, the long and ongoing debate over the question, as well as interviews and participant-observation work, suggests a key point: Both SOF and non-SOF personnel do not clearly, quickly, and explicitly recognize that it is the quality of SOF personnel that makes SOF special. This unclear expression of the SOF core quality, combined with ongoing resentment of SOF from members of the general-purpose forces, argues that SOF, as a group of specially qualified personnel, can be characterized by a “precarious value”—that the group functions as a precarious organization:

a. It occupies an unstable social position within a larger community.

b. It has what it claims to be its own distinctive qualities, but does not clearly articulate them. The persons representing that organization (its functionaries) are not perceived as fully legitimate when interacting with members of the larger community.

c. The organization itself is not fully acceptable to its host population.

Since the value of quality personnel is not strongly behaviorally or operationally recognized either within or outside the special operations community, and because USSOCOM headquarters (the management function) is under strong pressure to organizationally “look like” other commands and the services in order to maintain legitimacy, the core value of SOF—the importance of the quality of the people—is at great risk of being lost. It will be translated into tasks or acquired behaviors and will thus become solutions to problems of a specific time and place rather than potential or capability that can be operationalized anywhere in the world to address a range of different types of problems.
In this case, the value (defined as a capability) is at risk of becoming redefined into behavioral achievements.

If SOF (considered as a group) comprise a precarious organization and these types of organizations are unstable and subject to assimilation by the mainstream community, has the establishment of USSOCOM had the effect its supporters desired? It did address one of the hallmarks of precariousness—that is, the lack of representatives of the organizations—and thereby helping to ensure stable funding for SOF and more effective inclusion of special operations in war planning and operations. However, if USSOCOM did fully integrate special operations into the defense community through its status as a fully legitimate actor, will this also eliminate the special nature of the contribution of the special operations community? Will it put pressure on SOF to mainstream their core value (the quality of their people)? If so, how well positioned are SOF to resist this pressure?

This monograph will explore the relationship between the group of special operations-qualified personnel embodied in the loosely defined group called “SOF” and USSOCOM, then focus specifically on SOF. It will also address the nature of organizations and the impact organizational structure can have on operational decisions and behavior. It will take the position that SOF is a loosely coupled, precarious organization. Legitimation, as was attempted with the establishment of USSOCOM, comes with benefits and costs for that organization. The histories of USSOCOM generally focus on the benefits to SOF brought through the development of the more formal institution of USSOCOM and its more complete integration into the defense community. The costs of legitimacy, particularly as they relate to SOF, are not discussed. The cost may be the diminishment of the distinctiveness and strength of SOF’s core quality: the specialness of SOF personnel. As Philip Selznick writes, “the more readily subject to outside pressure a given value is, the more necessary is [its]… isolation.”\(^4\) The thesis of this discussion is that while it may be determined that the benefits may outweigh the costs, both must be considered in the decision process to avoid or mitigate significant unintended consequences.
The Relationship Between the Special Operations Community and USSOCOM

Prior to 1986 USSOCOM did not exist. Each service component had its cadre of special operations-qualified personnel. Each service set up its own selection, training, and equipment standards, all driven by similar philosophies but calibrated to different scales. However, although they did “recruit, train, and equip” SOF personnel, military leadership in the service components historically regarded special operations—and SOF—with ambivalence. “Military decisionmakers are well aware of the value of a tank, strategic bomber, or aircraft carrier but find it more difficult to measure the value of a Special Forces military training team working with military forces in Peru.”

This ambivalence toward and lack of knowledge of SOF led to a crisis-driven budget-allocation process for special operations that often left the various SOF components understaffed and under-resourced. It also, many argued, contributed to issues of joint interoperability that led to such poorly coordinated operations as Grenada and certain high-profile “failures” such as Desert One. These factors stimulated supporters of special operations to develop and pass the Nunn-Cohen Amendment.

What is USSOCOM?

USSOCOM was designed to achieve three major goals: provide SOF with control over their own resources, foster interservice cooperation and interoperability, and give SOF a voice in the Pentagon. Details of the battle behind the legislation and the process by which the command was stood-up are covered elsewhere.

It is important to note one specific aspect of the legislation establishing USSOCOM. This command is different from other unified commands, as it has both mission authority and its own budget authority. It differs from the services for the same reason. The passage of the Goldwater-Nichols Act in 1986 gave all other unified commands mission authority, but their personnel and equipment are still provided by the services. Although USSOCOM—like the services—recruits, trains, and equips SOF personnel through its Major Force Program (MFP)-11 responsibilities, it also has mission authority (deriving from its role as a unified combatant command), which the service components do not.
Every SOF operator is at the nexus of multiple and sometimes conflicting professional identities. Each operator came into the military through a service component. He then volunteered for special operations qualification and went through some “rite of passage” in order to belong. His rank is a service grade, and his pay comes through his service. USSOCOM pays for his SOF training and SOF-specific equipment. While in theater, he is under operational command of the regional commander, although he works through a Theater Special Operations Command (TSOC) funded and staffed by USSOCOM.

This set of multiple identities establishes an interesting tension among USSOCOM, the services, SOF, and the other unified commands. All SOF stationed in the United States are assigned to USSOCOM. However, as USSOCOM is a unified combatant command, the headquarters site at MacDill Air Force Base and the Pentagon office include SOF personnel, nonspecial operations military personnel, and nonmilitary (civilian) personnel.

Note that no formal SOF “organization” exists—only the collection of the special operations personnel from four services. Responses from interviews conducted for this research clearly demonstrated that primary institutional loyalty for SOF was to their services. The primary marker of institutional membership for SOF, as for all military personnel, is still the uniform that is service-specific. The uniform is modified by flashes and tabs, which identify the wearer as a member of a service-specific SOF group. Twenty years after the passage of Nunn-Cohen, and despite the establishment of USSOCOM, the SOF identity is far from primary. The USSOCOM Capstone Concept, its forward look beyond the Future Years Defense Plan, contains a section on the Joint Special Operations Warrior—but does not directly address the development of a SOF-specific identity. This monograph explores this tension in more detail in the discussion on legitimacy.

What is the relationship of USSOCOM to the collection of individuals who make up SOF? What are the consequences of this relationship? Does USSOCOM define institutional identity in a way that SOF do not? As this discussion progresses it is important to keep in mind that, from a statutory and budget standpoint, USSOCOM is a unified command and exhibits service-like qualities in ways that no other command does.
USSOCOM and SOF are both groups, but of qualitatively different types. USSOCOM is a formally defined organization with a recognized place in the organization chart of the Department of Defense. SOF are the collection of special operations-qualified personnel from all the services, each of whom may report up through USSOCOM or a theater command (as well as their service component) as the circumstances of the individual change. Furthermore, as USSOCOM is a unified command, military personnel looking for joint postings under Goldwater-Nichols can fulfill the requirement through service at headquarters (HQ) USSOCOM. As a result, a significant number of the personnel participating in the HQ USSOCOM organization are not SOF but come from the general-purpose military or are civilians. Does this matter? One important way in which it matters is that they feel the distinction. All SOF interviewed at HQ USSOCOM clearly felt and expressed that they belong to a subgroup within USSOCOM and—perhaps most importantly—belonged to the group USSOCOM was designed to serve. Non-SOF did not see the distinction so clearly. One SOF respondent commented that, “those guys [i.e., non-SOF] don’t even know the difference between SOF and USSOCOM. I had to explain it to him (sic).” Another said it does matter, but only in certain areas like capabilities assessments and certain types of procurements. SOF felt they were different. Others may or may not recognize that difference.

The formal mission statements of USSOCOM reinforce the separateness of the special operations community and USSOCOM. From inception, the mission statements have included SOF in the third person, as a community towards which USSOCOM has certain responsibilities. USSOCOM’s initial role was to “prepare SOF” to do certain tasks (1987). A decade later, it was to “Provide Special Operations Forces to…” (1996). Today’s mission reflects the dual hats USSOCOM wears:

a. The first part is clearly devoted to USSOCOM’s unified command responsibilities and goes far beyond a SOF-only focus. It posits a role for USSOCOM in which it “leads, plans, synchronizes, and, as directed, executes global operations [related to the global war on terrorism, or GWOT]...”
b. The second part is similar to earlier versions and emphasizes USSOCOM’s service-like responsibilities: USSOCOM “trains, organizes, equips and deploys combat ready Special Operations Forces....”

As we will see later, under General Brown, USSOCOM developed a bifurcated structure to separately play these two roles.

Interestingly, the command’s vision statements over the years give a different message. The vision statements under the first seven commanders reflect a collapse of SOF and USSOCOM, where USSOCOM will “Be the most capable and relevant Special Operations Forces in existence...” The current USSOCOM vision, 10 years later than the previous quote, remains much the same: “To be the premier team of special warriors....” This language suggests strongly that USSOCOM is the community of special operations-qualified personnel. However, as mentioned earlier, USSOCOM has a role that goes beyond special operations (a leadership role for global operations related to the war on terrorism). Furthermore, SOF themselves feel that this vision of a collapse between USSOCOM and the special operations community is not realized. If, as the mission statements suggest, USSOCOM’s role is to manage a distinctive capability that is embodied in SOF, is it reasonable for the vision to push toward a future in which the two organizations are collapsed?

Operationally, then, HQ USSOCOM (as the most visible operational arm of USSOCOM) is separate from the community of special operations-qualified personnel. Respondents suggested that one could work for USSOCOM—but one would be SOF, be a member of SOF. These are very different types of organizational loyalties and stem from the differing nature of the two types of organizations. In USSOCOM, loyalty is to the rules and procedures that define and operationalize USSOCOM. This cognitively oriented loyalty is common in a bureaucratic organization where ties are to offices, not people. In SOF, loyalty is rooted in a sense of commonality and is more affectively based. Ties are to individuals and are expressed through relationships. It is important for our purposes that members of SOF recognized, commented on, and felt strongly this distinction, and that others did not. The recognition of this distinction leads to the next question.
What are SOF and what makes them special?

If USSOCOM is not the same thing as SOF, what is the cross-service “organization” called SOF? Precisely because special operations historically has been an informal cross-service community within the U.S. military (its historic formal organizations have always been service-specific), its defining characteristics have been matters of long debate. Robert Spulak’s exploration of the specialness of SOF makes a strong argument that the “smaller and tighter distribution of personnel with greater average ‘attributes’ is the source of the nature and capabilities of SOF.” \(^1^8\) Individuals within this distribution are identified through the rigorous selection processes, which are hallmarks of SOF (the “Q course” for Army Special Forces and BUD/S training for Navy SEALs). Selznick points out that “self-insulation” devices or high barriers to entry, including selective recruiting, specialized training, and withdrawal in some way from “everyday pursuits” (activities of the general population) \(^1^9\) are necessary to maintain what he calls the “autonomy of elites,” where elites are those professionals responsible for maintaining group identity. He argues that this autonomy or separateness is critical for the maintenance of social values, particularly for weakly articulated values. \(^2^0\)

General Brown, the USSOCOM commander from 2003 to 2007, said, “Innovation, initiative and judgment are hallmarks of Special Operators.” \(^2^1\) The official history of SOF emphasizes the quality of special operators. \(^2^2\) In short, it is the people who make SOF special, not their missions, equipment, or training. Although the absence of special missions would eliminate the need for special men, the hallmark of SOF are the operators, not their tasks. It is these operator qualities—the specialness of the people—that allow SOF to do things that other military components could not do, were not allowed to do, or would not do. The quality and caliber of its personnel thus are a core value of SOF. This value is captured in the SOF truth: “People are more important than hardware.”

Textual and theoretical evidence make a strong case for locating the specialness of SOF in the quality of their people. However, the long and ongoing debate over the question, as well as interviews and participant-observation work, suggest that the recognition of this core value is less clear and not well articulated in a behavioral and operational context. This challenge is for SOF because, as Burton
Clark writes, “A value conception stands to be ‘lost’ as its behavioral meaning becomes diffuse.” If USSOCOM did fully eliminate the precariousness nature of the SOF community, would this loss also eliminate the special nature of SOF’s contribution?

Organizations Matter

Organizations and their structure matter. They matter because organizations provide formal answers to some of the most universal human questions: who are “we” and who are “they”? Who gets resources—and resources of what type—and who does not? Who has power and what are legitimate ways for them to exercise it—and what are the consequences for stepping outside the bounds of that legitimacy?

What are organizations and why do we care?

Organizations are groups of people connected by a common purpose. That purpose (Allen Batteau’s “strategic end”) shapes and is in turn shaped by the organization’s structure. An organization’s purpose and structure also are constrained by environmental factors such as available resources (including people and money). In turn, an organization acts on its environment to make more resources available and to modify its purpose. Thus constant interaction exists between organizational purpose, structure, and its environment. Therefore, organizational structures are appropriate for certain purposes and certain environmental circumstances, rather than right or wrong. They will change as purpose and circumstance change. Changes in structure also can force changes in purpose and will make different portions of the environment relevant.

This iterative interaction of organizational structure, organizational purpose, and environment puts constraints on the types allowable in each of the following categories:

a. Problems that are reasonable for the organization (and the individuals who populate it) to consider
b. Actions the organization can take
c. Resources that are legitimate for it to pursue.

Formal organization focuses the decision-makers’ attention by allowing certain problems and certain solutions to come to his attention
and precluding others. Morton Egeberg writes, “Formal organization provides an administrative milieu that focuses a decision-maker’s attention on certain problems and solutions, while others are excluded from consideration. The structure thus constrains choices, but at the same time it creates and increases action capacity in certain directions” (emphasis in original). In short—organization matters.

Organizations can be formal or informal. Formal organizations tend to have explicit and strong rules for behavior, and detail clearly the consequences for breaking the rules. Membership in these organizations is clearly marked. (Employment contracts, passports, and, in the military, uniforms with all their identifying insignia are examples of these markers.) In order to become a member of the organization, one must recognize and accept both the rules and the consequences for breaking them. The rules are usually captured in documents or other formal statements. The loci of power are clear, and the mechanisms for the transference of resources and power are spelled out in the rules. These organizations tend to change slowly and persist over time, with the processes of change clearly and explicitly spelled out in documents or other codified materials. Weber’s bureaucratic form is the model for this type of organization: it is operationally manifest in many of our government and corporate entities, including the military.

Informal organizations, or what Karl Weick calls “loosely coupled organizations” are harder to identify, control and manage, change quickly, and are much more ephemeral than formal organizations. Social networks or relationship-based organizations are examples of loosely coupled organizations. Membership is generally marked implicitly, not overtly. The organization exists only as relationships are exercised. (No “identity card” exists for belonging to a particular group of friends or the group of “go to” individuals on your contact list.) Power and authority also only exist as they are exercised. Informal organizations thus are less stable than formal organizations as behavioral rules and the organizational values that underpin those rules tend to be uncodified. The values are visible only in shared behavior. If not exercised, the values first become diffuse and then disappear. However, precisely for this reason values increase in importance as mechanisms of control. They thus tend to become more universal within the group than they are in formal organizations. Group cohesion often is based in the acts maintaining the value (adherence to and manifestation of
the value through behavior being the factor marking membership) rather than in the loyalty to the rules, which define the organization as an entity separate from the individuals that compose it.

Organizations with strong and clearly recognized shared values have less need for formal control mechanisms than those without them. Control is exercised through appeal to those values rather than by externally enforced adherence to explicit rules. As Batteau put it, “the greater the degree of homogeneity and shared sentiments among members of the organization, the more subtle will be the mechanisms of command.”

Organizational structure and organization performance

Given that organizational structure affects decision-making, it is interesting that little historic research exists on the military as an institution and the influence of institutional factors on decision-making and performance. A brief review of literature on comparative administration (which studies the formal organizations of the public and private sectors) and the specific field of military sociology will contextualize and supplement this research.

Most approaches in comparative administration, which look at the implications of various formal structural configurations on organizational performance, take one of two paths. They either focus on what March and Olsen have called “environmental determinism” (i.e., the influence of contextual factors such as resource availability, culture or general geo-social pressures on organizational performance) or use “reductionist (individualistic)” explanations, which draw upon the literature of psychology and social psychology to explain the behavior of the group through an understanding of individuals. Although a few notable exceptions exist, such as Wilson’s *Bureaucracy* and work in contingency theory, these are not the rule.

Compounding the absence of work in this area in general public administration is the lack of work in military sociology on this subject. Military sociology has historically dealt with three areas. Perhaps the most studied is that of the relationship of the individual to the institution. It is represented by such works as Huntington’s *The Soldier and the State* and includes the large body of work that addresses both the occupational and professional dimensions of the military. The second area is that of the relationship of small subgroups
such as racial minorities, women, veterans, and others to the larger institution. The journal *Armed Forces and Society*, for example, is filled with articles addressing these types of questions. The final area is one that has received much more attention of late as the U.S. has focused on coalition-building and relationships with nonmilitary organizations. It includes work that explores the relationship of the institution of the military to other institutions. The classic approach to this area has been “civil-military relationships.” Conspicuously absent is a significant body of research and analysis that deals directly with the institutions of the military itself as is found in this discussion.

What is suggested here is that the establishment of USSOCOM fundamentally changed the nature of the organization in which SOF participate. Prior to 1986/7, the special operations community (as a cross-service collection of service-specific special operations units and groups) was a loosely coupled group defined by a common capability, held together by a core value (belief in the quality of its people) that underpinned this capability. After 1986/7, HQ USSOCOM set up a tension in which the special operations community was pulled more toward an institutional replica of other unified commands and of other services. The premise that organizational structure constrains the types of problems the organization will address leads to questions about the implications of this change in structure for SOF. The change induced by the establishment of USSOCOM begs the question of the precarious nature of the SOF community, which USSOCOM was designed to stabilize.

**Precarious Organizations**

Clark writes that precarious organizations (which he calls “organizations with precarious values”) usually have three characteristics:

1. Core values are undefined.
2. The position of functionaries or those responsible for operationalizing the institution is not fully legitimated.
3. The organization is unacceptable to a host population.\(^{36}\)
The value of these organizations thus is precarious or unstable in the context of the larger or host organization. Susan Marquis, in her characterization of SOF as an organization defined by a precarious value, says that “Precarious values are those goals or missions within an organization that are in conflict with, or in danger of being overwhelmed by, the primary goals or missions of the organization.”

The primary goals or missions of the organization in this case are those of the general-purpose forces that characterize the U.S. military. To avoid confusion over terminology, we recognize that the special operations approach is a precarious value for the U.S. military. When speaking of the organization that embodies this value (the special operations community, which is populated by SOF), the reference is to a precarious organization. This posits that the organization itself (the special operations community) reflects the precariousness of its value position within the host population (the military as a whole). The next sections address each of the three characteristics Clark identifies to support the argument that the special operations community is, indeed, a precarious organization.

**Characteristic 1: Values are undefined**

Strong, well-understood, and homogeneous values are particularly important in loosely coupled or informal communities such as the special operations community. As described earlier, an informal organization is one in which the rules for behavior, including those defining power, resource allocation, and relationships within the organization and to other organizations are largely implicit. Community control is exercised not by recourse to rules but by the invocation of these values. As a consequence, if the values are tenuous, poorly defined, or unevenly distributed, the integrity of the community is at risk.

The theoretical arguments are strong for the importance of the focus on the quality of people as a core SOF value. This value is clearly expressed by USSOCOM leaders and official documents. It is captured in one of the four SOF “truths.” However, it did not exhibit one of the primary characteristics of a core value in interviews with special operations and nonspecial operations personnel in ASD SO/LIC at the Pentagon and with SOF at HQ USSOCOM. (Keep in mind that both of these locations are populated by special operations and nonspecial operations personnel.) Strong core values are quickly recognized and expressed in the same terms by all respondents who are members of
the group defined by that value. In the interviews, even SOF respondents generally were not able to respond directly and clearly to the question, “What makes SOF ‘special’?” Although most respondents eventually converged on the intrinsic qualities of people, they arrived at that conclusion almost by walking themselves through the things it was not (e.g., technology, training, and tasks). While the value was recognized, it was not clearly, quickly, and strongly articulated in informal settings by either SOF or nonspecial operations personnel.

The diffuseness of the value is reinforced by the perspective of many nonspecial operations personnel assigned to special operations units. When viewed from outside, the specialness of SOF often gets characterized as behavioral, rather than character, traits. This tendency is an important distinction. Character traits are indicators of the potential for certain types of behavior. Behavior can be learned through training and other mechanisms.

Recent efforts to formalize the Army Special Forces Assessment and Selection process illustrate both the value and the difficulty of this investment in “character.” Under a new “whole man” concept, six core Special Forces attributes have been defined as key: intelligence, trainability, judgment, influence, physical fitness, and motivation. Three metrics are used to judge candidates: “his intelligence quotient (IQ) . . . [which] measures a soldier’s cognitive potential and his ability to learn . . . The physical quotient (PQ). . .[which] defines a soldier’s physical strength, endurance and level of motivation. . . [and] the unconventional warfare interpersonal quotient (UWIQ) [which] is hard to define but includes a soldier’s judgment and his ability to influence others.” 39

Note that these are all measures of potential. The authors go on to say that, once selected, “The most powerful argument for non-selecting a soldier in subsequent phases of the Q-course is that the cadre gave the candidate the tools to better his performance and he failed to use them.” 40 Although one can be deselected for failing to exercise the potential, the absence of the potential will not allow a candidate into the course at all. Note that non-selection does not focus on poor performance with a tool, but on the inability to recognize when a tool should be used.

As an example of the behavioral definition of SOF, Vice Admiral Cebrowski, Director of the Office of Force Transformation in the U.S. Department of Defense from 2001 through 2005, said:
We want forces to be more SOF-like. Not necessarily that we want more special operations forces, but certain characteristics of our Special Operations Forces are enormously valuable, and we’d like to see them spread more into the other forces overall. Ease of insertion, a depth of local knowledge, small unit agility are all very, very powerful attributes that the entire force should possess.41

None of the characteristics of SOF that he delineates are character traits:

a. “Ease of insertion” is a problem that can be solved by transportation or technology platforms of various types.
b. Depth of local knowledge can be achieved through training and education.
c. Small unit agility could be interpreted to be a function of the size of the unit rather than of the thinking of the men or women involved.

As another example, several participants at the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) Culture Training Summit in 2007 commented that SOF “already does the culture stuff,” and “has people who do that…” Many other conversations throughout the Department of Defense about the importance of culture and the teaching of cultural skills referenced the cultural knowledge SOF had as a benchmark, not the ability or potential to operate cross-culturally. On the other side, a SOF perspective on the utilization of cultural knowledge in a military context does describe this as a capability: SOF operate as “forward-deployed warrior-diplomats.”42 An analogy pointing up this distinction would be the dissimilarity between attainment of a certain level of language proficiency (which can be behaviorally measured through different types of tests) and the innate ability to easily learn a foreign language, which one possesses independent of knowledge of a particular language.

While this distinction between definitions based on behavior and character traits may seem subtle, it is about lack of clarity regarding the specialness of SOF. If SOF’s specialness lie in character traits as Spulak argues from a theoretical perspective, the formal literature states, and as most who are engaged with the special operations community agree at some point, then selection processes such as
the Special Forces’ Robin Sage and the Navy SEALs BUD/S training are necessary to sort out those who “have it” from those who do not. If the defining characteristics are behavioral, in theory different training, equipment, or organization could allow the general-purpose military to become more SOF-like. The lack of clarity as to whether the distinction lies in the raw material (the people) or the molding of that raw material contributes to the precariousness of the special operations community.

**Characteristic 2: Position of functionaries is not fully legitimated**

Clark’s second characteristic of an organization, which embodies a precarious value, is that the position of functionaries or those responsible for operationalizing the institution is not fully legitimated. This lack of legitimation means that other players do not recognize the right of a particular player to act. Recall that this function is a feature of any organization—to define who is in and who is out (i.e., to identify those who have a voice in a given discussion).

Prior to 1986/7, no recognized voice existed for the cross-service special operations community. SOF participated in national defense as a capability (“special operations”), not as an actor (SOF). As SOF are a very small part of each service component, it was to SOF’s general disadvantage. This disadvantage was particularly apparent in SOF’s lack of visibility and advocacy in the Washington budget battles and in the special operations community’s struggle for appropriate inclusion in battle and operational plans by the theater commander-in-chiefs (CINCs). Prior to the establishment of USSOCOM, special operations personnel and equipment were resourced entirely through the services. The services tended to focus political energy and attention on the types of procurements necessary to support the general-purpose military, which comprised by far the greatest portion of their force structure. Prior to 1987, support for SOF came and went with each political-military crisis in which they were employed, with budgets fluctuating in accordance with immediate needs for their services. This absence of visibility also meant that SOF had no enduring public identity separate from their activities during a crisis (i.e., no identity for the special operations community). Theater CINCs often were unfamiliar with SOF capabilities and, therefore, used them inappropriately or not at all.
Further complicating the question of SOF legitimation is the way in which SOF operate in the field. The general-purpose soldier, sailor, airman, or marine is under fairly tight operational control on a battlefield. The reasons for this control are compelling but are generally outside the purview of this discussion. Suffice it to note that the military is the primary institution that our society has authorized to deal with the application of lethal violence. Its social threat is compounded by the fact that general-purpose troops are generally men of an age at which they are socially and culturally taught to question authority, are dealing with high levels of testosterone, and are generally socially immature and inexperienced. To manage this threat, we have put into place a strong set of institutional controls. “Thus the military profession is very hierarchical (as a means of control), formal (to reinforce control), heavily socialized (for internal control) and full of explicit rules, regulations, checks, and counter-checks (for external control).”

A SOF team turns this control on its head. In a special operation, decision-making and planning are usually located at the lowest possible level, although field commanders still have final approval. SOF generally are older than those in the general-purpose military, and more socially experienced. A deployed SOF unit (an A team or a SEAL platoon) will be given the objective: the team devises the plan. Some significant portion of operational control of the battlefield thus is taken away from both the formal military structure and from the individuals who occupy certain command and control positions in that structure and given to members of a low-level small group. The very presence of SOF on the battlefield challenges the legitimacy of the conventional military organization. The commander turns to SOF because they fill a need the general-purpose military cannot—and fill it by negating many of the control structures that characterize the general-purpose force.

**Characteristic 3: Unacceptable to a host population**

The general-purpose military and the Department of Defense have historically been hostile to SOF. The reasons are legion. The delineation of them here is drawn from many conversations, interviews, as well as formal documents.
The primary resentment of SOF by the general-purpose military centers around what SOF believe is their core value. If, in fact, SOF are men (people) of the highest quality, by definition that means that general-purpose military personnel are not. This understanding is clearly damnation by exclusion. Resentment surfaces in comments about the egos of SOF, questions about the utility of the skills, and—most importantly here—challenges to the very nature of the difference. “They’re not really that much better than us. They just think they are.” Such statements are a direct attack on the SOF core value.

Other concerns are not surprising. Any funds that go to support SOF are monies that are not available to the general-purpose military. Since SOF do not contribute directly to the services’ missions, any funds that go to SOF are monies that are not available for mission achievement—although, as one SOF interviewee pointed out, “I don’t know why they are getting their knickers in a twist. All of USSOCOM is such a small part of the defense budget, never mind that designated for SOF activities.” (USSOCOM represented only about 1.5 percent of the total Department of Defense budget in FY 2006,45 for example... and that was one of USSOCOM’s richer years.) However, the perception that SOF take away what is “rightfully theirs” is a powerful source of resentment of USSOCOM among the general-purpose forces.

Funding channels can be in conflict with reporting lines and authorities. For example, USSOCOM provides funding and personnel for the TSOCs, but each TSOC reports directly to the geographic combatant commander.46 Recall also that each SOF operator is a member of a service component to which he also feels loyalty. The regional combatant commander thus has combatant command over the TSOCs in his theater,47 but does not control the personnel or their equipment.

**SOF as a precarious organization**

The special operations community, as embodied in SOF, is a loosely coupled, precarious organization. The special operations community does exhibit the three characteristics of such an organization. The lack of clarity as to whether the specialness of SOF lies in the raw material (the capabilities or the potential of people) or achievements that can be gained by the molding of that raw material illustrates the
poor definition of what should be one of the special operations community’s core, distinctive values.

The intermittent recognition of the existence of SOF as exemplified by its pre-1987 general absence from budget discussions and subsequent resource allocation exercises established an environment in which SOF (and an informal cross-service special operations community) only existed at the time of immediate need. The community virtually disappeared when it was not operationalized (and so, therefore, did SOF), in stark contrast to the service components. Hence SOF were not equal and therefore legitimate players in that environment. This de-legitimation was underscored by the very nature of SOF operational units. Their command and control structure and consequent mode of operation directly challenged the legitimacy of the conventional military organization, particularly when SOF were successful on the battlefield.

The “host population” of SOF, the general-purpose military, highly resents SOF. The SOF core value of special people by definition classes those who are not SOF as nonspecial people. And resources (both men and materiel) that go to SOF are resources the services (and so the Department of Defense) do not have available for general-purpose warfare.

It is useful to correlate these three characteristics, which define the special operations community as a precarious organization, with the three qualities Spulak identifies that distinguish SOF from other military personnel: they are creative, flexible elite warriors. SOF’s core value—the potential of their people—allows SOF to exercise that potentiality in a wide range of behaviors. This lack of behavioral prescription in fact allows the greatest behavioral flexibility. That they are elite warriors generates resentment in the host population. And the absence of legitimacy allowed the special operations community organizational and behavioral creativity, permitting the development of responses tailored to any situation in which SOF might find themselves. If this correlation holds, reducing the precarious nature of the special operations community will impact the very qualities that distinguish SOF and the special operations community from the general-purpose forces. Consequently, this question is addressed in the next section.
Precariousness: the Benefits and the Costs

Marquis writes in her chapter entitled “Survival of a Precarious Value,”

SOF organizational culture and, to some extent, support from the broader SOF community have enabled at least a skeleton special operations capability to exist since World War II.49

This premise is consistent with the nature of informal organizations. However, she argues, the survival of the special operations capability was put in severe jeopardy in the late 1970s post-Vietnam era. Said another way, the following factors threatened to overcome any kind of special operations organizational integrity:

a. Inherent organizational instability engendered by the loose nature of the organization
b. Lack of clarity as to its defining value
c. Absence of legitimacy for its functionaries and operators
d. Resentment of SOF by other service components.

Supporters of the special operations capability believed that formally recognizing SOF and giving them a designated place at the table was necessary for the survival of the capability. This recognition was the genesis for development of the Nunn-Cohen Amendment and the establishment of USSOCOM and ASD SO/LIC.

Legitimizing SOF

The Nunn-Cohen Amendment aimed to reduce the precariousness of SOF by making their functionaries more legitimate. USSOCOM recognized the success of the effort in a 2007 document published for its 20-year anniversary. “The establishment of a four-star Commander in Chief and an Assistant Secretary of Defense for Special Operations and Low Intensity Conflict eventually gave SOF a voice in the highest councils of the Defense Department.”50 The designation by President Bush in 2005 of USSOCOM as the “lead combatant commander for planning, synchronizing, and as directed, executing global operations against terrorist networks in coordination with other combatant commanders”51 was a very strong stamp of legitimacy. It clearly and publicly recognized USSOCOM as first among equals (the other combatant commands) in the warfighting environment of
the greatest interest to the nation today. This explicit recognition of legitimacy was a step in reducing the precarious nature of SOF and the special operations community.

Almost all histories of the establishment of USSOCOM recognize this benefit. What none of these stories discuss is the possible cost to SOF and to special operations of increased organizational legitimacy. The next subsections will address this question.

**What is legitimacy?** Legitimacy is a characteristic of an organization whose means and ends appear to conform to social norms, values, and resources. Legitimacy is a function of the perception of others of an organization. Desire for legitimacy thus impacts the way in which an organization manipulates symbols and structures to convince others that its actions meet or adhere to the expectations of the social systems’ norms, values, and rules. Another way to put this premise is that the more an organization is like other organizations (or is isomorphic with them), the greater its legitimacy. As Deephouse wrote, “A fundamental proposition of institutional theory is that isomorphism leads to legitimacy.”

Legitimacy is important because it justifies the organization in the eyes of others in the same social system (in the military and defense community, in SOF’s case). It thus garners support for and can attract resources to an organization. In fact, some have gone so far as to say that “legitimacy is itself a resource.”

Organizations seek legitimacy in two ways. The first is through changes in substantive management, and the second is through management of symbolic structures. Changes in substantive management involve real changes in goals, structure, or socially institutionalized practices. It could be argued that many of the changes within the Department of Defense proposed under “defense transformation” fall into this area. Changes in symbolic management focus on making the organization appear as if it is conforming to socially acceptable goals. These changes in symbolic structures may involve statements and pronouncements (think of the liquor companies and their statements about drinking responsibly) or actual redefinition or reinterpretation of means and ends so they appear to be in conformance with such goals.

Any change in legitimacy involves change through both means, and we find this to be the case with the special operations community. The establishment of USSOCOM is a clear example of how the
structure was altered to bestow additional legitimacy on SOF. The establishment of USSOCOM was an effort to help the cross-service special operations community define for itself a place in the broader military/defense community by making it look more like other parts of the community (i.e., establish structural isomorphism).

Interestingly, the legislation that established USSOCOM was able to give it legitimacy in two communities. As explained earlier, USSOCOM simultaneously exhibits command- and service-like qualities. The crafters of the legislation used the mission authority inherent in USSOCOM as a unified combatant command to ensure temporal continuity for SOF. The MFP-11 budget authority USSOCOM was given allowed it control over resources for SOF similar to the services and unlike other unified commands. Later discussion will illustrate how this dual-hatted legitimacy also fostered resentment against USSOCOM and, by extension, the special operations community in other unified commands. Through its MFP-11 budget authority USSOCOM controlled funding in ways in which the other unified commands did not and which had the potential to challenge their operational authorities. Resentment also existed in the service components as USSOCOM could exercise mission authority for its personnel in a way the services could not.

The structural or substantive legitimacy the cross-service special operations community obtained through the establishment of USSOCOM was enhanced by changes in social conditions, which made the type of war SOF were particularly positioned to fight (low intensity conflict) front and center. This environmental change allowed USSOCOM to achieve legitimacy in the symbolic dimension. SOF, through USSOCOM, thus became the embodiment of the social norm (as in the earlier quote by Admiral Cebrowski in which he commented that conventional forces needed to become “more SOF-like”). SOF warfighting techniques (their means) conformed strongly with social goals (winning the war on terrorism). Interestingly and importantly for this argument, it was the social goal that changed to come into conformity with SOF’s means, rather than vice versa, as usually happens when organizations seek legitimacy. Because of the change in social goals, the special operations community was able to gain strong additional symbolic legitimacy through USSOCOM’s elevation to the supported or lead command for the war on terrorism. This explicit, formal recognition was a statement that the conflict in which we are
engaged is one for which USSOCOM—and, by implication, the capabilities exemplified by SOF—is best suited through its combination of global reach and unique warfighting techniques.

**What does legitimacy bring?** The benefits of increased legitimacy for an organization in general and for the special operations community in particular are clear. Temporal continuity is certainly critical for SOF with their long personnel selection and development pipeline. A formal place on an organization chart—parity with other joint commands—helps ensure such continuity. Access to resources has been another historic major SOF problem. The establishment of USSOCOM and ASD SO/LIC has given SOF a voice in the resource acquisition process.

The costs of legitimacy, particularly as they relate to SOF, have not been discussed historically. The thesis of this discussion is that both benefits and costs must be considered in the decision process to avoid or mitigate significant unintended consequences.

**The costs of isomorphism.** Increased legitimacy means increased isomorphism (i.e., to be legitimate, you need to look like your neighbors). As the new kid on the block (to continue the neighborhood analogy), USSOCOM found itself forced to look organizationally more like everyone else. Some of these changes in organizational structure will be described later in this section to illustrate this point. Secondly, one of the demands on players in our governmental system—particularly those who access resources—is accountability for use of those resources. This accountability leads to an increase in formalism for an organization as it becomes required to trace the movement of money, materiel, and personnel because it is now a legitimate player.

The U.S. military as a whole is organized according to the J-staff structure. “The J-Structure is an organizational approach that focuses upon functionality of each of the ‘J or Joint Elements’.” The J elements are functional staff elements such as J-2 (Intelligence) or J-1 (Personnel). USSOCOM was itself initially set up with the J-staff structure. However, in the late 1990s, General Schoomaker eliminated the J-staff structure to try to set up something more compatible with the unique nature of SOF requirements. He established five “centers of excellence,” each of which included like elements from the J structure. This streamlining of operations underscored the different approach of
USSOCOM, freed up billets that were transferred to the TSOCs, and
provided core staff for the establishment of the Joint Special Opera-
tions University.\textsuperscript{58}

An unintended consequence of this reorganization was that USSO-
COM’s lack of structural compatibility with the rest of the military
led to operational confusion. “Guys from other places just don’t know
who to talk to in USSOCOM because we don’t have a J-designation,”
said an individual interviewed during this period. When USSOCOM
assumed the role as the lead command in the GWOT in 2005, General
Brown (then commander of USSOCOM) restructured the command in
a way that accomplished three goals. First, he regained isomorphism
with the other commands by reviving the J-staff structure. Second,
he retained the statement of the “uniqueness” of special operations
and SOF by locating the directorates within a new version of the func-
tional centers, which has been called a “blended organization.”\textsuperscript{59} And
third, he structurally addressed the dual-hat nature of USSOCOM
(a service and a command) by placing responsibility for intelligence,
operations, and planning (the traditional J2, J3, and J5 functions)
into the Center for Special Operations (CSO). The CSO functions as
a GWOT warfighting element, a force provider; and the commander
of the CSO can also serve as the commander of a Joint Task Force
related to the war on terrorism. All other J-functions—communications
(J6), requirements and resources (J8), acquisition (J4), knowledge and
futures (J7/9), and a recently established (2007) function addressing
irregular warfare (J10)—have been left distinct but are organization-
ally identified as “centers.”\textsuperscript{60}

The structural separation of the operational portion of USSOCOM’s
charter from its more general administrative and leadership responsi-
bilities toward the war on terrorism was meant to help maintain the
distinctiveness of the special operations approach in an environment
such as that found at HQ USSOCOM and at the Pentagon where many
of the players are not SOF. It would accomplish this distinction by
clearly delineating that which requires special operations capabilities.
This distinctiveness is reinforced by the rigorous selection process
SOF personnel must endure.

The SOF selection process takes on increased importance if the
core characteristic of a SOF warrior truly is character-based, and if the
maintenance of the autonomy or distinctiveness of this group is critical
for maintenance of group values. The fieldwork for this monograph,
including formal interviews and conversations in participant-observation environments, supported this argument with statements by informants challenging the legitimacy of certain Air Force members of the special operations community. Although those in the Air Force SOF Special Tactics Group—particularly combat controllers and pararescue jumpers (PJs)—go through extremely strenuous physical testing and a cognitively demanding training regime similar to the Special Forces Q course and the Navy SEALs BUD/S training, others are simply assigned to Air Force SOF positions outside the Special Tactics Group through the normal Air Force assignment process. Even Air Force SOF personnel often question the legitimacy of the SOF designation for these positions. In the same vein, much of the push-back from the special operations community against the elevated SOF levels requested in the 2006 Quadrennial Defense Review revolve around precisely this point. A high level of attrition in the SOF training pipeline exists because, as Spulak pointed out, the range of the distribution of those with appropriate capabilities is narrow. In order to ensure appropriate screening, the pipeline to produce a SOF warrior is long and narrow. A significant time delay exists from when a recruit enters and a fully competent SOF warrior emerges, and far fewer emerge than enter. Quick increases in troop levels thus would violate a core SOF value.

The belief in the quality of special operations-qualified personnel and the associated ability to push decision-making down to low levels within SOF led to other issues around parity or isomorphism in various cross-service environments. In 2003, prior to USSOCOM’s designation as the lead command in the war on terrorism, but concurrent with its increasing participation in planning for the fight, SOF personnel in the Pentagon’s USSOCOM office commented that although they might be deemed qualified through character by HQ USSOCOM to participate in certain cross-service meetings or decision processes, the lack of rank parity with members of other services meant that they were either not invited or their opinion/decision was not considered as legitimate. ...
relatively few numbers of flag and general officers at HQ USSOCOM in order to establish command and SOF “service” legitimacy in the cross-service environment. This demand led to an increase in the number of flag officers within USSOCOM and a redefinition upwards of the rank required to command certain elements. Again, in its quest for legitimacy USSOCOM was forced into isomorphism with the other players, leading it to challenge or downplay SOF’s core value.

We now return to the disjunction outlined earlier between USSOCOM’s mission (to manage a capability that is embodied in SOF) and its vision (to be the special operations community). As Marquis points out, the very qualities that make SOF distinctive and successful in an operational context do not translate easily into the administrative or bureaucratic structure within which USSOCOM must work. Efforts to conflate the special operations community with USSOCOM may lead to an erasure of that which makes SOF unique.

**Increased accountability means increased formalism.** One of the prizes the special operations community was seeking with the establishment of USSOCOM was a resource stream that was free from the short-term, wild, fluctuations it had experienced previously. However, formal access to resources in the U.S. governmental structure as a legitimate actor means increased accountability for expenditure of those resources. This increased accountability means formalism in planning and in the tracking of how funds are used.

In key ways, this formalism is antithetical to the special operations approach. If the organization’s greatest value is the capabilities of its people—capabilities that specifically focus on innovation, creativity, and improvisation—the formalism that is required in order to get increased and reliable funding will change the nature of the environment within which the organization’s members operate, and thus will select for different successful skills. As one interviewee who had been a special operator for decades said, “We didn’t used to have a lot, so we were innovative and creative because you had to be—we had to beg, borrow, and steal. Now we have USSOCOM to get stuff for us the regular ways.” He added, “The leaner you are the more creative you are.” Another SOF interviewee asked, “Is it harder to manage abundance or to manage scarcity? I think managing abundance is harder.” He felt that his skill set did not suit him well for the formalism required.
The formalism required by increased resource levels could change the nature of SOF themselves. If special operators have “the intellectual agility to conceptualize creative, useful solutions to ambiguous problems,” successful special operations depend upon the SOF capability to use resources in previously un-thought-of ways. One interviewee said that, “these are guys who, when everything goes wrong, they can make it right.” When this creative and innovative attitude is combined with the mandate to “work by, with, and through the local population” and a history of scarce resources, a culture emerges that is capable of and values exploiting the environment in which it finds itself. These individuals are looking for and likely will use assets and resources that are locally recognized as appropriate to the task.

These types of “found” resources often are outside the formal legitimate resource pool. “This ‘hidden in plain sight’ nature of some elements…places them outside the normal channels of accountability. It places them outside the normal funding channels as well…” Control over action thus is handed back to the individual operator, which removes the actor from the level of institutional control found in the general-purpose military. The reliance on found resources in special operations thus sets up a strong tension between the SOF value of the quality individual and the USSOCOM requirement for organizational accountability. As the special operations community through USSOCOM becomes more concerned about the maintenance of legitimacy, this tension is at risk of shifting in the direction of increased isomorphism with the other services and unified commands to the detriment (again) of the SOF core value.

Summary and Conclusions

The establishment of USSOCOM and ASD SO/LIC is achieving what its initiators and supporters had hoped. Changes in social values (i.e., our national investment in the war on terrorism) have brought USSOCOM significant symbolic legitimacy. After some experiments with organizational and management structure, HQ USSOCOM is achieving substantive legitimacy through a blended organization that still recognizes the cross-service J-staff structure while promulgating centers of excellence that recognize SOF’s unique approaches. And the establishment of the CSO directly addressed the dual-hat nature of USSOCOM, allowing it to look like both a service and a command by
organizationally separating certain operational responsibilities from other command functions.

Achievement of these points is coming at a price. If Spulak’s arguments hold, SOF are, by definition, a cadre of creative, flexible, elite warriors. The SOF core value of the quality of personnel argues for a pool of personnel with the potential to creatively exercise behaviors appropriate to a wide range of situations. The historic absence of legitimacy in the military community allowed for flexible organizational structures and operational behaviors that did not conform to standard military regimes. This framework engendered hostility toward SOF among the general-purpose military who resented the cadre of personnel self-styled and regarded by others as “elite warriors.” Addressing elements of the precarious nature of the special operations community has the potential to undermine the very qualities that distinguish it and give it value.

HQ USSOCOM has been forced to look like the other services perhaps more than its commanders and personnel would like. Recognizing that organization does matter, HQ USSOCOM tried—and was institutionally “not allowed”—to be organized in a way it felt better fit the types of problems it was best designed to address. The current blended organizational structure is an effort to simultaneously address issues of structural conformity while retaining the structural uniqueness that will allow SOF-appropriate problems and solutions to surface. However, this blend does set up a strong tension that needs to be explicitly managed, as the pull to conformity is strong. The prize for such conformity is funding and recognition. The cost is loss of flexibility.

Increased funding comes with increased accountability, which in turn takes responsibility for resource acquisition and utilization away from the operator and places it in the system. This situation challenges the strong SOF value placed on individual character and quality, particularly on the ability to improvise and innovate. The need to conform to requirements for rank parity also is a clear and direct challenge to the strong SOF value placed on individual character and quality. The pull to conformity will be felt as a challenge to the SOF
core value. SOF’s distinctiveness lies in the quality of its people, in the “raw material,” in a potential.

If SOF’s ability to achieve certain ends through a particular type of means relies on what Selznick calls an “autonomous elite” or what Spulak describes as a “smaller and tighter distribution of personnel,” \textit{by definition} SOF’s means cannot become the preferred means of warfighting for the military in general. However, this core value is not well articulated in a behavioral or operational environment. While it is captured as a formal core truth, it is not a ready answer to what makes SOF special. This behavioral diffuseness puts the value in jeopardy. As Marquis says, “Precarious values are those goals or missions within an organization that are in conflict with, or in danger of being overwhelmed by, the primary goals or missions of the organization”\textsuperscript{65} (emphasis added). Since the value of quality personnel is not clearly behaviorally or operationally recognized either within or outside of SOF, and because USSOCOM is under strong pressure to organizationally look like other commands and services in order to maintain legitimacy, the core value of SOF—the importance of the quality of their people—is at great risk of being lost. It will be translated into tasks or acquired behaviors and will thus become solutions to problems of a specific time and place rather than potential or capability that can be operationalized anywhere in the world to address a range of different types of problems. In this case, the value defined as a capability is at risk of becoming redefined into behavioral achievements. The potential cost here is loss of creativity.

Finally, the move towards isomorphism and the loss of creativity, combined with the hostility from the host population towards SOF, are an ongoing challenge to the position of the elite warrior. If SOF organizationally look like the general-purpose forces and are held to similar standards of behavioral accountability, they will become more like them. As noted earlier, organizational structures constrain the types of problems that organizations can address, the resources they can access, and the types of solutions they devise. “Elite” by definition is different. And difference generates organizational precariousness.
Loss of difference for SOF and the special operations community is not an inevitable outcome. Some of the mechanisms necessary to sustain SOF distinctiveness include continued push-back on rapid personnel increase requirements justified by a strong focus on selection and maintenance of a pool of personnel with certain qualities. Clear expression of and focus on the role of the core SOF value of the quality of personnel in the selection processes also will be helpful. Focus on the development of a cross-service SOF identity might force more explicit recognition and (more importantly) enable clear expression by both SOF and nonspecial operations personnel of what make SOF different. Since HQ USSOCOM and the high visibility activities in the Pentagon involve a lot of non-SOF personnel, it will be important to keep operational SOF distinct from general-purpose/conventional personnel assigned to HQ USSOCOM and to explicitly recognize that difference (as the mission statements do but the vision statements do not). Finally, if Spulak is correct and it is the particular distribution of character traits or attributes within a group (not simply their presence in a particular individual) that characterizes SOF, leveraging that distribution through a different organizational form that allows the full expression of those traits is critical.

The challenge for leadership will be to devise a way to promote and maintain SOF distinctive capabilities without appearing to simultaneously denigrate general-purpose forces. Leadership will need to be able to simultaneously balance the requirements of legitimacy and SOF’s creativity and ingenuity in working with “found” resources.

This discussion was intended to highlight some of the costs associated with reducing the precariousness of the cross-service special operations community as an organization within the U.S. defense community so that these costs can be recognized, managed, and mitigated. It is not an argument for reducing legitimacy or for eliminating other benefits associated with the establishment of USSOCOM. Rather, it is a plea to consider both sides of the balance sheet so organizational mechanisms and leadership strategies can be developed to prevent the diminishment of what we are trying to save and strengthen.
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